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ABSTRACT
Reverse engineering of software systems often employs static
analysis of a program’s source code. In this invited talk, I
will present our approach to reverse engineering of software
systems via analyzing monitoring data of a programs operational use; thus, via dynamic analysis. Our Kieker monitoring framework generates dependency graphs from observed
monitoring data. It is used in several industrial cooperations
on which I’ll report.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques—Distributed/Internet based software engineering tools
and techniques; D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhancement—Restructuring, reverse engineering, and reengineering; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics/Measurement—Performance measures;
D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs
and Features—Frameworks; D.4.8 [Operating Systems]:
Performance—Measurements Monitors; H.4 [Information
Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous
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1.

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS WITH THE
KIEKER MONITORING FRAMEWORK

The object-oriented Kieker monitoring framework has been
designed for continuous monitoring of software systems. The
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framework components for software instrumentation, logging, and analysis/visualization are extensible and may easily be replaced to fulﬁll the requirements of speciﬁc project
contexts. For instance, as a non-intrusive instrumentation
technique, we employ aspect-oriented programming (AOP).
Kieker uses a common data structure for monitoring records
in all components that produce or consume monitoring data.
For analysis of monitoring data, Kieker provides several visualizations of a system’s runtime behavior, such as UML
sequence diagrams, and dependency graphs. These models
are extracted from recorded application-internal traces originating from system-provided services. The analysis may
be performed online or oﬄine. Kieker supports distributed
request tracing, since the service-providing components of
large-scale software systems are usually distributed across
several execution containers on physical or virtual server
nodes.
In our research, we employ Kieker for various purposes,
e.g., fault localization based on timing behavior anomaly detection [3], architecture-based runtime adaptation / reconﬁguration [8, 4], visualization of software runtime behavior [7], application-level intrusion detection [2], and tracebased performance analysis [5, 6].
Kieker is structured into the two main components Kieker.Monitoring and Kieker.Analysis with the Monitoring Log in between, as illustrated in Figure 1. Kieker.Monitoring provides a
reusable infrastructure for collecting application-level monitoring data in Monitoring Probes and writing this monitoring data to the Monitoring Log, e.g., the local ﬁle system,
a database, or a messaging queue, using a Monitoring Log
Writer. The Monitoring Controller is responsible for initializing
and controlling a Kieker.Monitoring instance. The Monitoring
Log contains Monitoring Records, each holding the monitoring data of a single measurement created by the Monitoring
Probes. Kieker.Analysis provides the infrastructure for analyzing the Monitoring Log: a Monitoring Log Reader (Figure 1)
reads Monitoring Records from the Monitoring Log and delivers
these to registered Monitoring Record Consumers, according to
the observer design pattern [1]. Monitoring Record Consumers
perform the actual analysis or visualization functionality.
A Kieker.Analysis instance is initialized and controlled by an
Analysis Controller instance (Figure 1).
Figure 2 shows an example dependency graph generated
by Kieker.TraceAnalysis, visualizing calling dependencies among
classes and their operations. This ﬁgure provides an ag-

 






 





 



 







 

 

Figure 1: Top-level view on Kieker’s architecture
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Figure 2: Generated deployment-level operation dependency graph
gregated view of the runtime dependencies as observed in
1635 traces.
Kieker is open-source software. For more information on
Kieker, please refer to
http://kieker.sourceforge.net/
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